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INTRODUCTION:  
THE RISING PROBLEM OF 
AUTO INSURANCE FRAUD
As interest rates and financial pressures on families continue 
to mount, more and more drivers may be unable to pay their 
repair bill for damage they caused or for mechanical issues 
on their vehicles. A common response is auto insurance 
fraud. After all, it’s only the big insurance company that 
will take a hit, right? Auto insurance fraud is an industry-
wide problem, with estimates suggesting that up to 15% 
of all auto premiums paid are used directly to cover 
undetected fraudulent claims1, resulting in a direct impact 
on the premiums paid by consumers. One of the most 
common forms of insurance fraud is exactly the scenario 
mentioned above—either the driver reports a crash that 
never happened, or the driver is intentionally involved in 
an accident to cover up pre-existing issues and have them 
repaired too. It is in the insurer’s and public’s best interest to 
investigate any claims that don’t add up or seem suspicious. 
The investigating expert needs to have a keen eye for the 
details that could make or break your claim.

PHYSICAL DAMAGE: 
DECODING THE CLUES
As with all collision reconstruction cases, proper analysis 
relies heavily on the physical evidence including the damage 
to the vehicles. Initially, experts will try to confirm key details 
of the insured’s statement. For example, if the insured states 
they were parallel parked on the side of the road and were 
sideswiped, does the damage correspond to the correct 
locations on the driver’s side and rear of the vehicle? Is the 
damage exhibited by a single area on the vehicle, or are 
there multiple distinct/discontinuous areas of damage?

Once the “big picture” items of the insured’s statement are 
confirmed, it is possible to delve deeper into the specifics. 
Here, investigators begin to look at the damage patterns, 
noting the height, direction, depth, and other details of any 
dents, scuffs/scratches, deformation, or transfers. These are 
key details that can help determine whether the damage 

potentially resulted from contact with another vehicle. The 
nature and characteristics of the damage are also important 
to consider. How abrasive are the scratches? How abruptly 
do they begin and end? Do they begin low on the vehicle and 
extend continuously higher up on the vehicle? Are there any 
paint or material transfers? If so, is it excessive? Note that 
automotive paint on vehicle components typically has an 
external coating (i.e., clear coat), which prevents the paint 
from transferring onto other vehicles in excessive amounts. 
Poles, barriers, walls, and other stationary objects, however, 
normally do not have such a paint coating, which often 
results in excessive amounts of the paint being transferred to 
vehicles that strike them. Excessive paint transfer observed 
on vehicles is often a strong sign that the vehicle contacted 
a painted stationary object.

Paint Transfers: What They Reveal

If paint transfers are present, samples of the transfer as well 
as the adjacent, undamaged paint of the subject vehicle 
can also be sampled. These paint samples are analyzed in a 
laboratory, which can provide the chemical composition of 
the samples. The chemical composition of the transferred 
paint is then compared with the known chemical composition 
of paints commonly used in the automotive industry over 
the past 20-30 years. With this analysis, it is possible to 
confirm whether the paint transferred to the subject vehicle 
was automotive in nature, or, for example, more consistent 
with paints or coatings used in architectural applications, 
such as on a concrete barrier or parking garage pole/pillar.

Some of the other observations experts look for include the 
presence/absence of tire marks deposited on the vehicle, 
as well as rotational scratches on the vehicle’s wheels and 
side panels. In addition, investigators will look at the shape/
profile of the damage and determine whether there are 
any dents that are too narrow/localized to have resulted 
from any component on another typical vehicle. All these 
observations could aid forensic experts in assessing whether 
the incident occurred as reported.

1 Indrani Nadarajah, “Auto Insurance Fraud”, Insurance Institute, July 2018, https://www.insuranceinstitute.ca/en/cipsociety/information-services/advantage-monthly/0718-
insurance-fraud 
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DIGITAL DATA: THE 
TECHNOLOGICAL INSIGHT
Modern vehicles record more and more data with every 
new model, and much of that data is available to experts 
investigating claims. Everything from traditional event data 
recorders (EDRs) to advanced driver-assistance systems 
(ADAS) and aftermarket dashcams can aid investigations.

The Role of Event  
Data Recorders (EDRs)

An event data recorder (EDR or “black box”) download is an 
integral part of most investigations. This is where the insured’s 
statement of events is critical—did they leave their vehicle 
running when the damage occurred? Given the EDR will only 
record data when the vehicle is powered on, if the reported 
information indicates that the vehicle was off (as they typically 
do in hit and run claims), no related events should be stored 
on the EDR. If an event is present, and the recorded data are 
consistent with the physical damage, this may cast significant 
doubt on the provided story.

If no event is recovered by the EDR download, things can get 
a bit more complicated. Of course, there could be no events 
recovered because the vehicle was reportedly off at the 
time. But there could also be no event because the impact 

Figure 1 - View of the excessive paint transfers that  
result from contact with a painted stationary object  

such as a wall/pole. Figure 4 - View of rotational tire marks resulting  
from a vehicle-to-vehicle sideswipe collision.

Figure 2 - Views of the sharp scratches that result from 
contact with a stationary object such as a wall/pole.

Figure 3 - View of scuffs/scratches resulting  
from a vehicle-to-vehicle sideswipe contact.
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was not severe enough to reach the recording threshold for a 
non-deployment event (an event that is severe enough to be 
recorded, yet not severe enough to warrant any deployments) 
to be recorded; the possibilities go on. Overall, if the damage 
is consistent with a relatively severe collision, and no event is 
recovered, this would indicate that the vehicle was most likely 
off at the time of the collision, and the reported sequence of 
events is likely untruthful.

Infotainment and Telematics:  
Following the Digital Thread 

In addition to EDR downloads, modern vehicles can often 
record an incredible amount of data in their infotainment and 
telematics units. Often, this data includes GPS tracklogs—
analogous to Hansel’s “breadcrumb trail”—of the vehicle’s 
whereabouts over the preceding days and, for certain vehicles, 
even weeks and months. This allows forensics experts to 
analyze aspects of the reported story such as the date, time, 
and location of the reported loss. Consider an instance where 
tracklogs illustrate a vehicle having left a repair facility several 
hours before the vehicle was allegedly struck while parked. 
This can indicate that there was pre-existing damage to the 
vehicle, and that the insured was unwilling or unable to 
pay their repair bill. Aside from tracklogs, any vehicle event 
(device, door opening, power, ignition, etc.) recorded at/
during the period when the vehicle was reportedly parked 
and unattended can also indicate the incident did not occur 
as reported.

The Power of Dash-Cams  
to Capture the Unseen 

Finally, the most convincing source of digital data is often the 
dash cam. Most people will have seen videos of car crashes on 
YouTube, but many dash-cams can also be configured to record 
video when the vehicle is off or parked and unattended. If an 
insured provides such video, it may even have captured the 
license plate of the offending party. Even if the insured does 
not provide dash cam footage, modern vehicles, particularly 
many newer Toyota and General Motors models, have built-
in frontal cameras that can be accessed through certain 
digital tools and software. These cameras trigger a snapshot 
image based on the activation of various safety systems and 
may provide irrefutable proof that the insured vehicle was in 
motion when it contacted another vehicle.

MECHANICAL CONDITION:  
A DEEPER LOOK AT  
VEHICLE HEALTH
A thorough examination can reveal additional damage 
to the vehicle that was not reported as being part of the 
claim. This can include unrelated collision damage, chronic 
issues such as rust, major mechanical/electrical issues, or 
deferred maintenance. During vehicle examination experts 
often check and test the different mechanical and electrical 
components of the vehicle. They also often download the 
vehicle’s diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs) which can assist in 
assessing the overall condition of the vehicle. In many cases, 
this extra documentation of the vehicle can make or break 
the file for a client. While unrelated issues with the vehicle 
do not immediately indicate fraudulent behavior, it does 
potentially provide a motive for the same. Additionally, the 
line of questioning that unrelated damage provides for our 
clients to discuss with their insured can potentially result in a 
slip-up in the insured’s story.

CONCLUSION: UNMASKING 
AUTO INSURANCE FRAUD
This article has touched on only a handful of the ways that 
forensic experts handle a potentially fraudulent auto insurance 
claim. Of course, every circumstance and every claim are 
different. Get in touch with the right experts to discuss how 
they can assist in uncovering the truth about the nature of the 
damage to your insured’s vehicle and help prevent insurance 
fraud from growing.
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technical investigations involving automobiles, pedestrians, 
cyclists, motorcycles, and mechanical failures. His specialty 
areas include human factors, driver and pedestrian behavior, 
as well as suspected fraudulent claims. Mr. Attalla is a 
published author and has qualified to provide expert evidence 
in the areas of collision reconstruction, human factors, and 
damage analysis in Ontario and Nova Scotia.

Shady can be reached at shady.attalla@jsheld.com or  
+1 416 977 0009.

Liam Rodgers is a Forensic Engineering Specialist in J.S. Held’s 
Accident Reconstruction Practice. Liam specializes in accident 
reconstruction for the insurance and legal sectors. With over 
five years of experience in the accident reconstruction field 
and a background in biomechanics, Mr. Rodgers has been 
retained as an expert on over 100 files across Canada. He 
has been involved in a broad range of investigations, from 
fraudulent damage claims to reconstructions of multi-vehicle 
collisions. His experience includes analysis of incidents 
involving personal, commercial, construction, recreational, 
and off-road vehicles, as well as pedestrians, cyclists, 
motorcycles, and golf carts. His duties include fieldwork 
across western Canada, such as vehicle and site inspections. 
Liam is also heavily involved with providing opinions regarding 
fraudulent damage claims and contributes to the analysis of 
motor vehicle crashes, including speed calculations, collision 
dynamics, avoidance analysis, and analysis of digital data and 
crash data recorder records.

Liam can be reached at liam.rodgers@jsheld.com or  
+1 825 360 0779.
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